Antagonistic effects of mutant elongation factor Tu and ribosomal protein S12 on control of translational accuracy, suppression and cellular growth.
Kirromycin-resistant mutant forms of elongation factor Tu, which are coded by tufA (Ar) or tufB (Bo) and are associated with an increased rate of translational error formation, have been analysed. In vivo, Ar was found to increase misreading as well as suppression of non-sense codons irrespective of Bo in a strain with wild type ribosomes. It is therefore not necessary to evoke both tufA (Ar) and tufB (Bo) mutations together in order to increase translational error as suggested earlier [1]. When combined with a hyperaccurate ribosomal rpsL (S12) mutation, Ar counteracts the restrictive effects on translational error formation caused by the altered protein S12, thus restoring the levels of missense error in vitro and non-sense error and suppression in vivo to near wild type values. As judged from in vitro experiments this results principally from a lowered selectivity of the Ar ternary complex at the initial discrimination step on the ribosome during translation. In vivo, this compensatory effect on the rpsL mutation on non-sense error formation and suppression is seen irrespective of the nature of tRNA or codon context. Furthermore, the tufA mutation enhances the cellular growth rate of the rpsL mutant, whereas it decreases growth of strains with normal ribosomes. Inactivation of one of the two genes coding for EF-Tu (tufB), while leaving the other gene (tufA) intact, can by itself, increase non-sense error formation and suppression.